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Abstract
The spreading of a cloud of independent Brownian particles typically proceedsmore effectively at
higher temperatures, as it derives from the commonly known Sutherland–Einstein relation for
systems in thermal equilibrium.Here, we report on a non-equilibrium situation inwhich the diffusion
of a periodically driven Brownian particlemoving in a periodic potential decreaseswith increasing
temperaturewithin afinite temperature window.We identify as the cause for this non-intuitive
behaviour a dominant deterministicmechanism consisting of a fewunstable periodic orbits
embedded into a chaotic attractor together with thermal noise-induced dynamical changes upon
varying temperature. The presented analysis is based on extensive numerical simulations of the
corresponding Langevin equation describing the studied setup aswell as on a simplified stochastic
model formulated in terms of a three-stateMarkovian process. Because chaos exists inmany natural
as well as in artificial systems representing abundant areas of contemporary knowledge, the described
mechanismmay potentially be discovered in plentiful different contexts.
1. Introduction
The general idea of controlling transport is associatedwith the concept of implementing actions to ensure that a
system exhibits desired characteristics. For example, Nature is well known in presenting sophisticated
mechanisms that regulate phenomenawhich take place in all scales of time and space [1]. A careful and
systematic exploration of thesemechanism reveals that sometimes it ismore reliable to control the setup by
letting it tofluctuate and change its dynamics as little as possible to drive it to the desired state without applying
intense external forces. A typical scenarioNature uses is the resource to tailored non-equilibrium forces, as it is
the case formolecular and Brownianmotors [2–6]. Brownianmachinery presents an archetypal scheme in
which, even in the absence of an externally applied bias, directedmotion emerges from unbiased environmental
non-equilibriumperturbations via themechanismof breaking the spatial symmetry of the setup [3]. The origin
of directed transport stems from the fact that the combined action of non-equilibriumperturbations of
stochastic or deterministic nature takes the systemout of thermal equilibrium and breaks the detailed balance
symmetry. This working principle can be seen as a key for understanding various processes occurring in
numerous disciplines of science, including e.g. intracellular transport [7]. In view of thewidespread applications
of Brownianmotors, directedmotion controllability has become a focal point of research in non-equilibrium
statistical physics which inspired a plethora of newmicroscale devices displaying unusual transport features
[8–16].
Irregular behaviour generally implies also unpredictability, which, when it comes to applications one
typically attempts to avoid or at least tominimise. A particular aspect of unpredictability is the appearance of
diffusive spreading constituting yet another salient transport quantifier. Beyond doubt, the problemof diffusion
has played a central role in the development of both the foundations of thermodynamics and statistical physics
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[17] and has led to numerous applications within a diversity of scientific disciplines. Inspired by the physics of
Brownianmotors, we ask towhat extent it is possible to influence the diffusive behaviour of the system in
presence of thermal noise and deterministic external perturbations and elucidate themechanisms behind such
characteristics. The conventional diffusive spreading characterised by the diffusion coefficientD increases with
the temperature of themedium surrounding the system [18–20]. Here, we find that the diffusion coefficientD
assumes a non-monotonic behaviour as a function of temperature, possessing a bell-shapedmaximumat some
intermediate temperature. This formof peculiar diffusive behaviour ismarkedly distinct from the known case of
anomalous diffusion forwhich themean square displacement of the particle ( )áD ñx t2 grows asymptotically
according to a power law ( )áD ñ ~ ax t t2 with a ¹ 1 [21, 22]. The studied non-monotonic diffusion heremust
also be distinguished from the phenomenon of giant diffusion. The latter has been observed in the diffusive
motion of a Brownian particle in a tilted periodic landscape [23–27], in disordered potentials [28, 29] or for an
adiabatically driven inertial Brownian particlemoving in a periodic one-dimensional geometry [30].
To investigate our objective of a non-monotonic dependence of diffusion on temperature we consider the
non-equilibriumdynamics of amassive Brownian particlemoving in a periodic potential under the influence of
a time-periodic force. The class ofmodels described by such a dynamics includes periodically driven pendulums
[31], super-ionic conductors [32], Josephson junctions [33], dipoles rotating in external fields [34], phase-locked
loops [35], dislocations in solid state physics [36], solitons described by the Sine-Gordon equation [37], the
Frenkel-Kontorova lattices [38], dynamics of adatoms subjected to a time-periodic force [39], charge density
waves [40] and cold atoms in optical lattices [41], to name but a few. The rich physics contained in thismodel has
become evident over the last decades with numerous studies. In particular, with present periodic driving this
class of systems comprises operational regimes that are deterministically chaotic. The sensitive dependence on
initial conditions and the abundance of unstable periodic attractors are themost salient characteristics of chaotic
behaviour [42]. The combination of these features, possibly assisted in additionwith noise driving,make chaotic
systems one of themost flexible setups enabling the emergence of the discussed peculiar diffusive behaviour.
2.Model
We formulate the problem in terms of a classical particle ofmassMwhich is (i) subjected to a spatially periodic
potential ( ) ( )= +U x U x L of period L possessing themirror symmetry, i.e. there exists x0 such that the relation
( ) ( )- = +U x x U x x0 0 holds for all x, (ii) additionally being agitated by an external unbiased time-periodic
deterministic force ( )WA tcos with angular frequencyΩ and of amplitude strengthA, and (iii) coupled to a
thermal bath at temperature θ. The overall dynamics of such a Brownian particle is determined by the following
Langevin equation
˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )q x+ G = - ¢ + W + GMx x U x A t k t¨ cos 2 . 1B
Here, the dot and the prime denote differentiationwith respect to the time t and the particle coordinate x,
respectively. Thermal fluctuations due to the coupling of the particle with the thermal bath aremodelled by δ-
correlatedGaussianwhite noise ( )x t of zeromean and unit intensity, i.e.,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x x x dá ñ = á ñ = -t t s t s0, . 2
The parameterΓ denotes the friction coefficient and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The noise intensity factor
qGk2 B with temperature θ of the heat bath follows from thefluctuation-dissipation theorem [43]. The latter
ensures the stationarity of the thermal canonical Gibbs state for vanishing driving under the dynamics governed
by equation (1), i.e., whenA=0 and in presence of periodic boundary conditions.We focus on the archetypical
nonlinear situation, namely, a sinusoidal potential with a barrier height DU2 ,
( ) ( )p= D ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠U x U
x
L
sin
2
. 3
Upon introducing the period L and the parameter combination t = G DL U0 2 as units for length and time,
respectively, equation (1) is written in a dimensionless form [44], reading,
ˆ ˆ˙ ˆ ( ˆ) ( ˆ) ˆ (ˆ) ( )w x+ = - ¢ + +mx x U x a t Q t¨ cos 2 , 4
where ˆ =x x L and ˆ t=t t 0. The dimensionless potential ˆ ( ˆ) ( ) ( ˆ) ˆ ( ˆ )= D = D = +U x U x U U Lx U U x 1
assumes the unit period L=1 and the potential amplitude ˆD =U 1. The remaining re-scaled parameters are
themass ( )t= Gm M1 0 , the amplitude ( )= Da L U A and the angular frequency w t= W0 . The dimension-
less thermal noise reads ˆ (ˆ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ˆ)x x x t= D = Dt L U t L U t0 and assumes the same statistical properties,
namely it is Gaussianwith ˆ (ˆ)xá ñ =t 0 and ˆ (ˆ) ˆ (ˆ) (ˆ ˆ)x x dá ñ = -t s t s . The dimensionless noise intensity
q= DQ k UB is given by the ratio of thermal energy qkB and half of the activation energy the particle needs to
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overcome the original potential barrier DU2 . Fromnowon, wewill use only the dimensionless variables and
therefore shall skip the ‘hat’ for all quantities appearing in equation (4).
The observable of foremost interest in this study is the diffusion coefficientDwhich characterises the spread
of trajectories andfluctuations around the average position of the particle, namely [45, 46],
[ ( ) ( ) ] ( )= á - á ñ ñ
¥
D
x t x t
t
lim
2
, 5
t
2
where the averaging ·á ñ is over all realisations of thermalfluctuations aswell as over initial conditions for the
position x(0) and the velocity ˙ ( )x 0 . The latter is necessary because in the deterministic limit of vanishing thermal
noise intensity Q 0 the dynamicsmay possess several coexisting attractors thus being non-ergodic and
implying that the corresponding resultsmay be affected by a specific choice of those selected initial
conditions [46, 47].
In order to explain the discussed peculiar behaviour of the diffusion coefficient wewill also investigate
velocity of the Brownian particle. Due to the presence of the external time-periodic driving ( )wa tcos aswell as
the friction term x˙ in equation (4) the particle velocity ˙ ( )x t approaches a unique asymptotic state inwhich it is
characterised by a temporally periodic probability density. This latter density function has the same periodT as
the driving [48, 49]. In particular, thefirst statisticalmoment of the instantaneous particle velocity ˙ ( )á ñx t
assumes for a long time the form
˙ ( ) ( ) ( )á ñ = á ñ +
¥
x t v tvlim , 6
t
where á ñv is the directed transport velocity. Note that all three terms entering the right hand side of equation (4)
are unbiased: the average of the potential force over a spatial period L vanishes as well as that of the time-
dependent driving over a temporal periodT, and also the average of the random force ( )x t vanishes according to
equation (2).Moreover, all three elements are symmetric and in consequence there is no directed transport in
the long time stationary regime, i.e. á ñ =v 0. The deviation v(t) is periodic with periodT and has a vanishing
time average, i.e. ( ) ( )+ =v t T v t and ( ) ( )ò =T t v t1 d 0T0 . Therefore it is useful to consider also the period
averaged velocity ( )tv as
( ) ˙ ( ) ( )ò= +t T s x sv 1 d , 7t
t T
where p w=T 2 denotes a period of the external driving ( )wa tcos .
The particle positions ( )x nT at integermultiples n of the periodT can be exactly expressed by the sequence
of period averaged velocities ( ) ( ) ˙ ( )( )ò= +kT T s x sv 1 dkT
k T1
defined in equation (7) as
( ) ( ) ( )å=
=
-
x nT T kTv , 8
k
n
0
1
wherewe assumed that the particle starts at ( ) =x 0 0 (for ( ) ¹x 0 0 one can re-define
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d = -x nT x nT x nT x 0 ). The period averaged velocities atmultiple integers of the periodT have a
vanishingmean value. Therefore the average position remains zero and the variance of the position is given by its
secondmoment reading
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )åá ñ = á ñ-x nT T kT lTv v . 9
k l
n
2 2
,
1
In the asymptotic limit of large times andwith the temporally periodic probability density the velocity auto-
correlation function depends only on the time difference. In view of equation (9) the left hand side approaches
( )á ñ =x nT nTD22 and hence the diffusion coefficientD can be expressed in terms of the temporal period
averaged velocity autocorrelation function, yielding
( ) ( ) ( )å= á ñ
=
¥
D T kTv v 0 . 10
k 0
An equivalent expression is given in [50]. The infinite time limit in equation (5) implies that the auto-correlation
function has to be determined for the stationary ensemble of the period averaged velocities.
Because neither the Langevin equation (4)nor the corresponding Fokker-Planck variant can be solved
within analyticalmeans we performed comprehensive numerical simulations of themodel.We did so by
employing aweak version of the stochastic second-order predictor-corrector algorithmwith a time step typically
set to about ( )- ´- - T10 103 2 [51]. Because equation (4) is a second-order differential equation, we need to
specify two initial conditions, namely x(0) and ˙ ( )x 0 .We choose x(0) and ˙ ( )x 0 to be equally distributed over the
intervals [ ]0, 1 and [ ]-2, 2 , respectively. Our quantities of interest were averaged over –10 103 5 sample
trajectories. All numerical calculations have been performed by use of a CUDAenvironment as implemented on
3
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amodern desktopGPU. This procedure did allow for a speedup of a factor of the order 103 times as compared to
a commonpresent-day CPUmethod [51].
3. Results
The dynamical systemdescribed by equation (4) exhibits an extremely rich behaviour as a function of the four
dimensionless parameters { }wm a Q, , , with dimensionless friction at G = 1. A general overview is provided,
e.g. with [33]. Our objective is not the systematic exploration of the setup at hand but rather the search for the
abovementioned non-monotonic behaviour of the diffusion constantwith increasing noise intensity as shown in
figure 1. The corresponding parameters of the dynamical system (4) are chosen as
{ }w= = =m a0.9, 8.7, 0.275 . At each depicted noise strength qµQ the diffusion constantDwas estimated
from105 trajectories bymeans of equation (5). At lownoise intensityD increases withQuntil it reaches a local
maximumat » ´ -Q 2 10 5. From there it decreases to aminimumat » ´ -Q 5 10 3 turning over to a
monotonic function ofQ, and,finally, at sufficiently large values ofQ becoming strictly proportional toQ, i.e. to
the temperature θ of the ambient thermal bath. This high temperature behaviour, however, is not depicted in
figure 1. The decrease of the diffusion constantwith increasing temperature qµQ is counter-intuitive. It stays
in clear contrast with the Einstein relation qµD aswell as with other known formulas, e.g. Vogel-Fulcher-like
laws [52] or Arrhenius-type behaviour for the diffusion of a Brownian particle in periodic potentials [53–55].
Because relevant structural elements of the stochastic dynamics described by equation (4) are determined by its
deterministic properties as thefirst step of our analysis we consider the noiseless case.
3.1. Noiseless dynamics:Q=0
For the set of parameters presented in figure 1, the deterministic system (whenQ = 0) exhibits chaotic
behaviourwith a dense set of unstable periodic orbits. For >Q 0, the system ’feels’ some unstable orbits which
play an important role in controlling diffusion properties. Belowwe explain this. For this aim, infigure 2we
present bifurcation diagrams for the positions ( )x kT (panel (a)) and the period averaged velocities ( )kTv (panel
(b)) as a function of the driving amplitude a of the periodic driving ( )wa tcos for the deterministic system (4)
withQ=0. For any given value of the driving amplitude a the red dots in panel (a) represent the stroboscopic
positions of the particle ( )x kT Lmod , i.e. the projected values onto the spatial principal period [ ]0, 1 , for 1024
trajectories with =k 104. The velocities displayed in panel (b) show the according values ( )kTv obtained from
equation (7). The bifurcation diagrams reveal three qualitatively different dynamical regimes. For the smallest
displayed values of < =a a 8.68670 as well as for > =a a 8.6893c themotion is chaotic. The stroboscopic
positions projected onto the principal spatial period almost densely cover the available interval. In both regions
the transport is diffusive [56], i.e. the diffusion constant determined by equation (5)has afinite value larger than
zero. In thewindowbetween a0 and ac themotion is phase lockedwith the correspondingwinding number
= w 9: the particle proceeds within one temporal period by 9 spatial periods either in positive or in negative
direction depending on the initial condition. This is reflected by the two velocities ( ) » kTv 0.4 visible in
panel (b) in the corresponding parameter window. In panel (a) two period doubling cascades start at the
parameter value a1= 8.6878 and terminate at =¥a 8.6886. In the small parameter interval between ¥a and ac
the asymptoticmotion is phase locked taking place on two coexisting chaotic attractors. Thewindowof phase
lockedmotion ends at acwith an attractormerging crisis [57] giving rise to a diffusive attractor covering the full
Figure 1.The dependence of the diffusion coefficientD on the noise intensity qµQ being proportional to the temperature θ of the
heat-bath. The other parameters arefixed to the following values w= = =m a0.9, 8.7, 0.275. The diffusion constant was
determined from equation (5) on the basis of ensembles of 105 trajectories of equation (4) reaching up to =t T104 for different
values ofQ.
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principal period. Also awide range of velocities suddenly emerges at ac and continues to be present at larger
values of the parameter a. However, one still detects a strong concentration of velocities at several values of
( )kTv corresponding to integer winding numbers characterising unstable periodic orbits. Particularly large is
the probability tofind temporal period averaged velocities ( ) » kTv 0.4, corresponding to thewinding
numbers = w 9. These two, together with the locked trajectories withw=0 and a few other phase locked
trajectories seem to constitute the backbone of unstable periodic orbits supporting the chaoticmotion. As a
simplified picture of the chaotic dynamics onemay think of a process inwhich these unstable orbits are visited in
a random sequence.
3.2. Influence of thermal noise:Q>0
Infigure 3we present the influence of thermal noise on velocity of the Brownian particle.We depict time series
of period averaged velocities ( )kTv resulting from a single trajectory in the large time limit for the same set of
parameters specified infigure 1. Panel (a) exemplifies the deterministic case, withQ=0. Regions close to the
dominant winding numbers = w 9 andw=0 are significantlymore frequently visited than others. Yet, the
trajectory almost never dwells near any of these states for a longer period of time but typically leaves the state
within the period after it had arrived there. Panels (b) and (c) illustrate the influence of noise on the period
averaged velocity time series for the two values = ´ -Q 2.16 10 5 and = ´ -Q 5.25 10 3which correspond to
the positions of themaximumand theminimumof the diffusion constantD displayed infigure 1, respectively.
At the smaller noise strength displayed in panel (b) still some of thefine details of the deterministic time series are
visible while others are washed out. At the larger noise intensity (panel (c)) allfine details have disappeared apart
from the fact that positive and negative velocities near ( ) » kTv 0.4 still occur with relatively high probability
as well as small velocities ( ) »kTv 0.
By introducing the thresholds at ( ) = kTv 0.2 and counting the number of period averaged velocities
which are between and outside these values onemay estimate the probabilities (∣ ( )∣ )= >p kTvprob 0.2R and
(∣ ( )∣ )=p kTvprob 0.2L for the occurrence of the running and locked states, respectively. These probabilities
are displayed infigure 4 as a function of the noise intensityQ.We note that the running states occur significantly
more frequent at weaker noise than at larger noise. Considering as a very roughmodel an independent sequence
{ }vk of velocities ( ) » kTv 0.4, 0 occurringwith the respective probabilities p p,R L onefinds a diffusive
behaviour for the spreading of the positions ( ) ( )= å =-x nT kTvkn 01 with the diffusion constant =D Tp0.16 R.
With the observed noise-dependence of the probability pR one already finds a qualitative agreementwith the
non-monotonic behaviour of the diffusion constant displayed infigure 1.However, in the next sectionwewill
present a slightlymore realisticmodel based on the same three velocity states but with amore adequate
dynamics.
4. Approximate three-statemodel description of chaos induced non-monotonic diffusion
In order to describe the non-monotonic behaviour of the diffusion constantD in dependence of the noise
strengthQwe consider a simplifiedmodel only, containing transitions between themost relevant unstable
orbits. As suchwe consider the phase locked trajectories withwinding numbers = w 9 corresponding to the
velocities » v 0.4 and thosewithwinding numberw=0 corresponding to =v 00 . Themodel is assumed to
be symmetric with respect to the two running states v . The sequence of period averaged velocities ( )nTv is then
Figure 2.The deterministic dynamics in dependence of the driving amplitude a is illustrated as bifurcation diagrams (a) for the
stroboscopic position x(kT) projected onto the principal interval [ ]=L0, 1 and (b) the period averaged velocity v(kT)defined in
equation (7) both presented after =k 104 driving cycles. Chosen parameters are the same as in figure 1 except now the system is
deterministicQ=0. The arrowsmark specific driving strengths forwhich the dynamics changes its character (see in text).
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modelled by aMarkov process in terms of transitions between these states. Because of the assumed symmetry the
matrixM describing these transitions has the form
≔
( )
( )
( )
-
- - - -
-
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
q k r
q r k q r
r k q
M
1
1 1
1
, 11
1
2
1
2
where q denotes the conditional probability to remain staying in the running state +v , + +v v , and likewise in
-v , - -v v ; further k, the conditional probability to remain staying in the resting state 0, 0 0; and r, the
conditional probability of a transition between opposite running states + -v v and - +v v . Due to the
assumed symmetry of the running states the transitions from the locked into a running state (  v0 ) is
( )- k1 2 and froma running into the locked state ( v 0) is - -q r1 . Probabilities q and kmay take non-
negative values less than or equal to 1, while r is restricted to   -r q0 1 . The transition probabilities can be
estimated from simulations of the Langevin equation (4) as the relative frequencies withwhich the period
averaged velocity ( )=v nTv visits the three coarse grained regions { ∣ }=+V v v 0.2 ,
{ ∣ ∣ ∣ }= - < <V v v0.2 0.20 and { ∣ }= --V v v 0.2 . The three independent rates k, q, r are displayed in
figure 5. Finally, in the presentmodel the states are ‘decorated’with the respective velocities { }v , 0 such that the
particle changes its positionwithin a period by vT with { }Î v v , 0 .
Collecting the probabilities offinding the particle at the time t= nT in either of the three states as a vector,
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))= + -n p n p n p np , ,0 one canwrite its dynamics as
( ) ( ) ( )+ =n p np M1 12
having the formal solution
( ) ( ) ( )=np M p 0 13n
with the initial probability ( )p 0 . The stationary distribution pst is invariant under transitions, and hence is the
solution of
( )=p Mp 14st st
Figure 3.An illustrative trajectory of the period averaged velocity ( )kTv , see equation (7), is presented for the deterministicmotion at
Q=0 in panel (a) and for two different temperatures corresponding tomaximal (panel (b), = ´ -Q 2.16 10 5) andminimal (panel
(c),Q= 0.00525) diffusion coefficient, see figure 1. Trajectories are depicted for k=200 driving cycles. Each blue dot represents the
velocity ( )kTv for the period k at the corresponding abscissa. The remaining parameters are the same as those infigure 1. In all three
cases the velocity stays predominantly close to ( ) = kTv 0.4 and ( ) =kTv 0. In themajority of cases a trajectory does not stay for a
longer period of time close to one of the dominant velocities but rather jumps in the vicinity of another one, without following any
obvious rule.
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given by
( )
( )
( )
=
-
- - -
- -
- - -
-
- - -
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
p . 15
k
k q r
q r
k q r
k
k q r
st
1
2 2
1
2
1
2 2
Infigure 6 the stationary probability +p
st tofind the particle in the running state is comparedwith p 2R estimated
from simulations of the Langevin equation (4). The diffusion constant can be determined in the framework of
theMarkovian three-statemodel bymeans of equation (10)which is based on the stationary auto-correlation
function of period averaged velocities. This correlation function follows from the three-statemodel as
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )åá ñ =
a b
a b a b bnT v v pv v M0 , 16
n
,
,
st
whereα andβ label the three velocity states and thematrix element ( )a bMn , determines the conditional
probability tofind the state labelled byα after n periods provided the systemhas started in the stateβ.
Accordingly, bp
st denotes the probability (15) tofindβ in the stationary state. In order to evaluate the nth power
of thematrixM it is convenient to use its spectral representation reading
( )( )ål= P
k
k k
=
M , 17
1
3
where lk are the eigenvalues ofM and ( )P k arematrices projecting onto the respective eigenvectors. The
eigenvalue l = 11 results as a consequence of the conservation of total probability. The correspondingmatrix P1
Figure 5.The probabilities k (red) to stay in the locked state and q (blue) to stay in either of the running states, and the transition
probability r (green) to switch from a running into the locked state are displayed as functions of the noise strengthQ.While the latter
probability changes only little in the considered region of noise intensities the transition probability k increases approximately in the
same range of noise strengths where q decreases.
Figure 4.The probabilities pR and pL for the particle to be in the running ∣ ( )∣ »kTv 0.4 and in the locked ( ) »kTv 0 state,
respectively, are plotted against temperature of the system qµQ . The diffusion coefficientD ismaximalwhen the difference between
probabilities -p pR L has a peak, seefigure 1.When pR and pL intersect the diffusion coefficientD isminimal. Other parameters are
the same as infigure 1.
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projects any vector q onto the stationary probability pst, i.e. it acts asP = åa aqq p1 st . Explicit expressions of
the other eigenvalues and eigenprojectors are given in the appendix. Inserting the spectral representation (17)
into the expression (16) onefinds that thefirst eigenvalue l1does not contribute to the auto-correlation function
because it yields a factor that is proportional to the equilibrium expectation value of the velocity and hence
vanishes. Therefore the period averaged velocity auto-correlation function simplifies to read
( ) ( )
( )
( )å ål
l
á ñ = P
=
k
k
a b
a b a b
k
b
=
nT v v p
v p
v v 0
2 , 18
n
n
2
3
,
,
st
2
2 1
st
wherewe inserted the velocities =v v1 , =v 02 and = -v v3 andmade use of the explicit formof the projection
matrices ( )P k as given in the appendix.Note that it does not depend on ln3. This is a consequence of symmetry of
thematrixM and the resulting symmetry of the eigen-projector ( )P 3 , see equation (A.6). These symmetries
reflect the symmetry of themodel with respect to two states with non-zero velocities +v and -v .
The sumon n is readily performed to yield for the diffusionmatrix
( )( )
( )
l= -
= -- - - - +
D v T
p
v T
k
k q r q r
2
1
1
2 1
, 19
2 1
st
2
2
wherewe used the equations (15) and (A.3). Infigure 7 the resulting expression is comparedwith the diffusion
constant obtained from simulations of the Langevin equation (4). It turns out that (19) reproduces the non-
monotonic behaviour of the diffusion constant with itsmaximumandminimum in good agreementwith the
Figure 6.The directly estimated probability p 2R (red) of a particle to be found in the running state as a function of the noise strength
Q is comparedwith the respective stationary probability (15) (blue) following from the three-statemodel defined by thematrix (11) of
transition probabilities. The agreement is excellent for a not too large noise intensity. For larger noise intensity the agreement is still
qualitatively good.
Figure 7.The diffusion coefficientD (red) obtained from simulation of the Langevin equation (4) is displayed as a function of the noise
strengthQ and comparedwith the respective diffusion constant (blue) given by equation (19) resulting from the three statemodel.
The two curves qualitatively agree with each other in displaying the same bell-shapewithmatching extrema, however a quantitative
discrepancy by a factor of roughly 1.5 is apparent. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are explained in the discussion.
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simulation result. However, the absolutemagnitude ofD resulting from (19) is too large by approximately a
factor of 1.5.
5.Discussion
In this workwe studied the spreading of a cloud of inertial,massive Brownian particles independentlymoving in
a periodic potential. As Brownian particles they are subject to a friction aswell as to a fluctuating force, both
being imposed by the interactionwith a thermal heat bath held at a temperature θ.Moreover, they are driven by
a force periodically varying in time. In the present investigationwe considered a parameter regime inwhich the
systembehaves chaotic in the absence of thermal noise, i.e., if formally the temperature is set to zero. If the
temperature is gradually increased the diffusion constant characterising the spreading rate of the particle cloud
first increases until it reaches a localmaximumand then decreases again until aminimum is reached. A further
increase of the temperature causes a continuous growth of the diffusion constant which eventually becomes
proportional to temperature.
As the reason for the counter-intuitive non-monotonic behaviour of the diffusion coefficient versus
temperaturewe identified the dynamics of the populations of certain regions in phase space. The latter contain
certain deterministically unstable periodic orbits. Unstable periodic orbits are known to constitute the backbone
of deterministic chaos [58]. They allow one to reconstruct the chaotic dynamics of a system in a hierarchical way.
Using a simplifiedmodel we considered three unstable periodic orbits. Two of themmovewith opposite
temporal period averaged velocities and a third one that is locked. The frequencies of transitions changewith
temperature, thereby leading to a non-trivial dependence of the diffusion coefficient on temperature.
ConsideringMarkovian transitions between these states with transition rates estimated fromnumerical
simulations of the Langevin equation (4) then leads to a qualitatively agreeing description, however, with a too
large diffusion coefficient in the considered range of temperatures. This discrepancymay have different reasons.
First of all, non-Markovianmemory effectsmight lead to a smaller diffusion constant. Additionally, amore
systematic partitioning of the phase space [59, 60] and the inclusion of further unstable periodic orbits likely will
improve the agreement. Here, however, we have limited ourselves to the generic simplest stochasticmodel with
three states in discrete time. The presented analysis has been restricted to one set of the systemparameters. It is
not the only one and exceptional regionwhere a non-monotonic dependence of the diffusion coefficientD on
temperature θ is detected.We have found other regimes but are not presented here because the temperature
dependence ofD and itsmechanisms are similar.
Non-monotonic diffusionwas also recently found in a rocked ratchet [45]; i.e. a driven Brownian particle
moving in a periodic potential lacking anymirror symmetry. Due to the absence of the latter property a non-
trivial directed transport effect á ñ ¹v 0may emerge in this system.Contrary to the case considered in this paper,
the deterministic limit of thementioned regime is non-chaotic and possesses three stable coexisting states. The
normal diffusion of the particle is caused by thermal noise produced by a heat bath in the small-to-moderate
temperature limit. In the limit of weak noise a three-statemodelling along the reasoning put forward heremight
aswell provide satisfactory insight into the diffusion behaviour there.
In contrast, the present setup exhibits chaoticmotion in the deterministic limit leading already to afinite
diffusion constant ¹D 0 at q = 0. At low temperatures the combination of chaoticmotionwith veryweak
noise leads to an increase of the diffusion.With increasing noise the conditional probability to stay in the locked
state eventually increases whereas that of the running state decreases going hand in handwith a decrease of the
diffusion constant. For this particularmechanism towork all terms of the Langevin equation (4) are relevant.
Without the inertial term, i.e. in the overdamped limit, the dynamics take place in a two-dimensional state space
and therefore cannot display chaos. Likewise, the absence of the periodic driving alsowould restrict the system to
a two dimensional phase spacewithout the option of exhibiting chaos.Moreover, the periodic forcing drives the
systemout of thermal equilibrium inwhich the diffusion constant is a strictlymonotonic function of
temperature. For the case with vanishing friction themodel becomes simple; then a dose offinite noise
corresponds to infinite temperature rendering any bounded potential ineffective. In this sense with our setup in
equation (4)wedeal with aminimalmodel for the peculiar diffusive behaviour.
Since the latter is readily implemented inmany diverse physical situations [31–41]we expect that a similar
non-monotonic behaviour of the diffusionmay be observed in various contexts recurring in themost diverse
areas of science such as physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, computer science or even sociology.
We expect that ourfindings can be experimentally corroboratedwith any of the physical systemsmentioned
in the introductory part of the article. As a possibility we propose a promising setup for this purpose, namely the
dynamics of cold atoms dwelling optical lattices [61]. These systems are known for their high tunability,
providing a precise control of the amplitude and period of a defect-free symmetric, spatially periodic optical
potential.We consider the simplest and themost commonmodel of a dissipative optical lattice consisting of
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atoms ofmassmwith a two level structure illuminated by the opticalmolasses, i.e. by counter-propagating light
fields with the same frequency tuned slightly below the electronic transition of the atoms. This trap generates the
potential force – ( )¢U x with precisely adjusted period and amplitude. The red-detuning of the laser fields leads to
theDoppler coolingmechanism [62]which can be described as a classical damping term ˙µ-x. The random
photon absorption and re-emission events can bemodelled by theGaussianwhite noise ( )x t with noise intensity
Q. Thus, the light beams play a role of the bath at an effective temperature towhich atoms are coupled to [63].
Temperature of the atoms ismainly controlled by themolasses frequency or by heating of the optical lattice due
to the noisy electronic phase shifting of the beam, see [63] and equation (6) therein.
Finally, in order to generate the external driving a time dependent phasemodulation ( ) ( )j w=t a tcos can
be applied to one of the lattice building beams. In the laboratory reference frame such a laser configuration
generates amoving optical potential. In the co-moving frame the potential is static and the atoms experience an
inertial forcewhich is proportional to the time dependent phasemodulation ( ) ( )j w=t a tcos [64, 65]. In this
way, the predicted non-monotonic behaviour of the diffusion constant as a function of temperature should
manifest itself in an optical lattice experiment. Last but not least, we stress that the detected peculiar diffusive
behaviourmanifesting in non-monotonic temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient can be observed
in deep optical lattices. This non-intuitive diffusion behaviour is therefore quite distinct from thewell explored
regimewith shallow potentials where typically anomalous diffusion processes occur [66, 67].
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Appendix. Spectral representation ofM
The spectral representation (17) of thematrixM defined in equation (11) is given by the eigenvalues lk reading
( )l = 1 A.11
( )l = -q r A.22
( )l = + + -q k r 1 A.33
and the projectionmatrices
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )P = - - -
- - -
- - - - - -
- - -
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⎜⎜⎜⎜
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k k k
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1
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1
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1
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1
2
1
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-
-
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⎛
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⎜⎜⎜
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